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WITH HAND-SIGNED AUTOGRAPHS DESCRIPTION: During Brandon Novak's twenty-year stint as a heroin addict, he was
an expert skateboarder, MTV celebrity (Viva La Bam, Bam's Unholy Union), alumnus of the Jackass movies, star of Bam
Margera's legendary CKY (Camp Kill Yourself) film series, and author of his best-selling memoir Dreamseller. This
illustrated follow-up to Dreamseller is usually a assortment of several true comedic and tragic tales in graphic novel
type, with appearances by Bam Margera and the CKY Crew (Ryan Dunn, Chris Raab, Rake Yohn, Phil & April Margera).
He's been homeless, and survived multiple drug ODs! He's escaped scores of self-induced life-threatening situations!
Conversely, he's been arrested and jailed many dozen times! These are genuine HAND-SIGNED AUTOGRAPHS, they are
NOT stamped on. 124 pages (color and B&W illustrations, five stories, plus bonus section) Quality glossy hardback, thick-
quality page stock For every lover of the nostalgia provided by the CKY / Jackass / Viva La Bam genera, we proudly
present The Brandon Novak Chronicles. FEATURES: This edition features the non-public AUTOGRAPHS of Brandon Novak,
Joe Frantz (the writer & creator), and Emanuel Koch (the illustrator).
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Worth every penny! reads raw details of an addiction life-style.! Very good book to learn. It does help people who don't
understand addiction, to grasp and get a concept of the approach to life. It truely shows someone who has a struggle
with addiction.! :) This book is amazing. Gives lots of illustrations and it's worth it!! Must Read This book is entertaining
and real. A Powerfully Raw Story As an Addiction Psychiatrist, it’s rare to find a book that may unveil a complete new
perspective on the encounters of an Addict. The three men that created this publication did a killer work. Couldn't put it
straight down till I finished it! Very explicit, shows & Nearly finished it yet but it’s entertaining as hell so far.
Recommend you read this reserve! Novak book It is worth every penny it’s an absolute must have book Brings to life the
tales in and after “Dreamseller” Amazing illustration of exciting tales about addiction & experiences of fame
ABSOLUTELY AMAZING! Solid gloss pages and tons of details! The artwork is definitely amazing- there's five stories all
done in a variety of styles. The tales are all true, and some of these made me sad and emotional to comprehend how bad
Novak's addiction really was. My FAVORITE story is the CKY experience, it produced me feel like I was hanging out with
CKY crew, and I laughed nonstop. I luv it. Finally, the binding and QUALITY are top-notch! As a CKY / JACKASS / VIVA LA
BAM / Novak fan, I acquired my practical this publication and I couldn't believe how AMAZING it really is! Just from the
graphics only, it Spoke Volumes without a single term. The illustrations are perfect. This graphic novel is RAW, Honest,
and Powerful. It's a one-of-a-kind interesting project indeed and I hope they make even more of the. I bought copies to
share with my clients and I believe the younger generation (And Parents) will be moved. An excellent, impactful book to
learn for anyone with someone you care about in Recovery1Luv Woah This thing blows me away. Just received it & the
building and artistry is certainly intense— super quality. It’s amazing to observe someone come out and discuss there
problems. If you’re a enthusiast of Novak/CKY/Jackass, you’re really have to to see this issue. Great illustrations Great
addition to the dreamseller book. I really liked reading Novak's thoughts in the panels, it offered insight on Bam and
Dunn all of those other characters and the action. Awesome book!
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